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W H O  W E  A R E

MDC and The Harris Poll have partnered to conduct research to monitor the pulse of the American Consumer.

The executive summaries on the pages that follow provide insight into current consumer attitudes and behavior 
and can be used to help navigate the changing industry landscape.  We hope this information proves useful to you 
and your team as you address these changes in real time and strategize for your next moves.

As always, we are here to help. Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have.

Positively,

Ryan Linder + The MDC Family  
Global Chief Marketing Officer, EVP

INTRODUCTION



WAVE 55



The following research was conducted between 
April 16-18, 2021 by The Harris Poll. Fielded among 

a nationally representative sample of 2,024 U.S 
adults, the newest research demonstrates how 

consumers’ perceptions are rapidly shifting as new 
developments emerge.
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Section:

© The Harris Poll Copyright

Topic:

WILL THE NEW 
CDC TRAVEL 
GUIDELINES 
INCENTIVIZE 
VACCINATIONS? 
MAYBE
Introduction:
Given the new CDC travel guidelines allowing more freedom for vaccinated 
people, we took the pulse to see how this impacts vaccine likelihood. 

• Unvaccinated choose quarantine over needles: Surprisingly, only a  
little over a third of unvaccinated Americans (35%) say skipping mandatory 
quarantine and COVID testing while traveling domestically is a driver to  
get vaccinated.

• Fence-sitters are more easily persuaded: However, nearly half (45%) of 
those who consider their vaccination plan to be “whenever I get around to it” 
report that knowing they can travel within the US without testing or 
quarantining makes them more likely to want to get the vaccine.

• Required vaccine passports could be the tipping point: 41% of 
Americans say they are more likely to get the vaccination if this becomes a 
requirement for traveling domestically, and 32% internationally. Millennials 
are significantly more likely compared to Boomers both domestically (49% vs. 
28%) and internationally (45% vs. 19%).

Implication:
As of now, lifting testing and quarantine requirements for travel are not 
overwhelmingly compelling reasons for Americans to want to get vaccinated  
any more than they already do, but the narrative could change if it becomes 
a requirement.
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Topic:

OLDER 
MILLENNIALS 
DON’T HAVE AS 
MUCH WEALTH AS 
THEIR PARENTS 
DID AT THE SAME 
AGE, BUT THEY’RE 
CATCHING UP: 
CNBC-HARRIS 
POLL
Introduction:
This week in our partnership series with CNBC on “Middle-Aged Millennials,”we 
look at how Older Millennials compare to their parents when they were the same 
age, where they are lacking, and how they are working towards closing the gap. 
Here is what we found:

• They aren’t just buying avocado toast: More than half (59%) of Middle-
Aged Millennials (Ages 33-40) are homeowners. But, two-thirds (68%) also 
report having outstanding student loans.

• Nearly a third (29%) of older millennials say they have a lot of disposable 
income left in their budgets at the end of each month - accounting for paying 
for expenses like housing, car payments, utilities, and food.

• Not all Older Millennials are all living paycheck-to-paycheck: while half 
(52%) say they have escaped the dreaded cycle, 48% say they are often or a 
lot of the time doing so.

Implication:
Five years ago, Older Millennials were 40% poorer than previous generations were 
at the same stage of life. That wealth gap has shrunk in recent years, but it’s still 
too soon to tell if obstacles such as student loan debt burdens, rising living 
expenses and the effects of the COVID pandemic will push this generation 
permanently off course. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/04/16/older-millennials-wealth-previous-generations.html?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=2&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--z4vxCgbYoSYyZSTQs1Si_QY5CqrhBJAtIDAaWG7hgk9283AxDmyUXAFdCLNUpRAZVpOkiPbOY9M8tKKHU34M5otSuKb3CuOKyn2_8AxuMqfIMMSM&utm_content=2&utm_source=hs_email
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Topic:

YOUR GUIDE TO 
AUTONOMOUS 
VEHICLES: 
MORNING BREW-
HARRIS POLL
Introduction:
There currently aren’t any self-driving vehicles available for purchase in any part of 
the world, but what if there were? A deeper look into what Americans think about 
autonomous vehicles in our poll with Morning Brew:

• Safety first: Nearly half (48%) of Americans said they’d feel “at least 
somewhat safe” in the passenger seat of a self-driving vehicle, but that 
number jumps to 59% if they were in the driver’s seat.

• Two-fifths (41%) of Americans said they’d prefer to buy a self-driving 
vehicle from Tesla, over double the share who’d prefer to buy from a  
legacy automaker.

• If you’re not driving, enjoy the view: The majority of nearly every 
demographic said they would look out the window and observe surroundings 
if they no longer had to drive, with 59% of 65+ saying so. The outliers are 
18-34-year-olds who would most likely eat or drink (32%) with their newly 
freed hands.

Implication:
Although not a reality (yet), it’s hard to deny that AVs are an intriguing technology 
that we could potentially see in our lifetime.

https://www.morningbrew.com/emerging-tech/stories/2021/03/17/poll-us-adults-mixed-feelings-selfdriving-vehicles?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=2&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-92P2gouZx6eK3Uglo4cELqaSpssU1s0zT-7Y-Crfv9cKAhVdcZfeW7sLWAB_pUnd-RwPmUTYrUeVn9dFbq-MliXT4e49tQzKlRCyb1ozy7jRs2dvQ&utm_content=2&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.morningbrew.com/emerging-tech/s/your-guide-to-autonomous-vehicles?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=2&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_munB4fz2k_RRCxKn5vkDNInCTcwe1RWqY9Vi-apN7wbwRvxS8ophC1jXlGmG5eAnclDnbu3V-zYPjkBwspAfE4TQRRaDHKFQAi81atK0gHLJvxjU&utm_content=2&utm_source=hs_email
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Topic:

YOUNGER 
CONSUMERS ARE 
PAYING ATTENTION 
TO EARTH DAY 
CAMPAIGNS—BUT 
DON’T WANT TO BE 
SHAMED: AD 
WEEK-HARRIS 
POLL
Introduction:
A new Adweek-Harris Poll survey found that consumers responded better to 
messages of positivity and action. We partnered together to gauge sentiment 
around past Earth Day campaigns—which ones led consumers to buy, what’s 
been most memorable, and how different strategies change consumers’ perception 
of brands.

• Go green, or don’t: Overall, consumers don’t feel strongly about whether 
brands chime in on sustainability issues around Earth Day - only 20% said 
that it’s important for brands to advertise the holiday. Only 37% said it’s 
important that brands make environmentally conscious decisions.

• But when broken down by generation, the picture shifts. Older 
consumers are more likely to say they’re trying to make environmentally 
conscious decisions each day – 47% of Boomers versus 40% of Gen Zers 
and 37% of Millennials.

• Over half (55%) of respondents said they’d be more likely to buy from a 
brand that highlighted preventative measures like recycling or prioritizing 
eco-friendly options in their Earth Day advertising, while just 41% said they’d 
be motivated by an ad that focused on the negative impacts of human 
behavior on the environment.

Implication:
In the end, consumers want to be motivated, and not shamed, into  
being eco-friendly. 

https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/younger-consumers-are-paying-attention-to-earth-day-campaigns-but-dont-want-to-be-shamed/?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=2&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-993ZpgiCWO1AoF39ZMhDDQQhGyfSZuvu2_2T3elwiU-6-PIMobjqaUo8ml3WMarzT4aOz9osdRtPXUp9KmL-OD0_E8Q-lKbXRmdg0GGBR4vTtO-dM&utm_content=2&utm_source=hs_email
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Topic:

CRYPTO FANS ARE 
REVOLUTIONIZING 
ONLINE 
INVESTING: THE 
BOSTON GLOBE-
HARRIS POLL
Introduction:
Harris Poll CEO Will Johnson writes in The Boston Globe how nothing seems too 
risky for more and more of us when it comes to online investing. The trend lines 
are strong enough to suggest that if this is a fad, it’s unlikely to end soon. Here’s 
what he found in a new survey:

• Crypto is gaining traction: 16% of American adults today have money in 
cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin and Ethereum; 14% own meme or viral 
stocks such as GameStop; and 11% have purchased one-of-a-kind digital 
assets known as non-fungible tokens (NFTs).

• Roughly half of adults investing in cryptocurrencies, meme stocks, and 
tokens that certify ownership of digital collectibles like celebrity-issued art or 
video clips say they began their purchases in just the last six months, 
following the lead of Gen Z, who discovered these markets seven to 12 
months ago.

• Who else is interested? A quarter of Black Americans and 15% of Hispanics 
say they’ve bought NFTs, versus 8% of white Americans. Minority adults are 
also much more likely to think that meme stocks and other unconventional 
assets will remain valuable in the long term. 

Implication:
Before you swap your Bitcoin or GameStop shares for an index fund or annuities, 
you might also want to think about this: when that financial adviser was shooing 
people away from cryptocurrencies in 2019, bitcoin was going for $4,000. Today 
it’s worth $59,900.

https://www.bostonglobe.com/2021/04/13/opinion/crypto-fans-are-revolutionizing-online-investing/?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=2&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-80oZnZ35IGd4wzRiYNnuhabUhQIiVXjt3OuuqwJxk33mF0LlIgiseIqWOlHR8sCGd1aW6r3P576ah177s50YyoiV-0fn6hxQSll9btTo8ZXuEAMn8&utm_content=2&utm_source=hs_email


C O N TA C T

Global Chief Marketing Officer, EVP, MDC Partners

rjlinder@mdc-partners.com

RYAN LINDER

CONTACT

Questions?

CEO, The Harris Poll

jgerzema@harrisinsights.com

JOHN GERZEMA
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